Manifest the Rock Within You
I am White Eagle.
The Wisdom that you seek is within you. That which is within you is that which is most
powerful. Seek! Seek and you shall find!
Wherever there is humanity, there is turmoil right now. All the energetic lines are moving.
You are like a wave upon the ocean that knows not where it goes but is tossed to and fro,
landing ashore only to begin again, to re-form and crash once more upon the rocks.
The Earth is evolving. Its disruption is clear – eruptions all over the planet will attest to this
and your bodies are a part of that planet, likewise in turmoil. The ocean waves are chaotic
and you are riding on those waves, looking for shelter, for somewhere to hang on, for some
way out of the depths and into the mercy of Peace.
The Earth is attempting to throw off that which saddles it, for the ones in the saddle know
not what they are doing and the earth is rebelling. The Earth seeks to grow, to pass into
the next dimension, to go beyond the minimalist perceptions that bind it. The Earth seeks a
new life. It bids you come with it. It bids you to ride the waves until all is calm, until all is
restored to a higher level of Being.
The Earth understands where it is going. Do you? Tap into the Wisdom that is yours and
see the truth, the ultimate way of the waves, the ultimate resolution of the chaos.
If you do not ride the waves, the waves will drown you. They will not rescue you. Only the
Wisdom deep inside of you – that which is pure and holy and at peace – can bring you the
salvation that you seek.
You, too, have a part to play in keeping that Peace, the Inner Peace that makes all else
possible. Rise up to the challenge the Earth presents to you. Ride the wave. Lift yourself
up by going deep within.
Manifest the rock within you, the rock of Wisdom, the rock of Knowing, the rock of Being.
Walk into the new Light. Stand upon that rock and know that all is before you. The Light
that you seek is within you. The Love you have known is always around you.
Wake to the Wisdom within and Peace will come. It will alight upon you like the heavenly
dove who signals the end of turmoil, the receding of the waves, the return to the land of
promise. With the clarity of a new start, fresh fields await you. The heavens are open to
you. The sun is shining upon you.
There is no mistake. You have the Wisdom within you that is all you need to face down your
demons, to crush your fears, to move forward into the everlasting Light. Do not fear. All
will be made right again. Enter this New Age with Love and Hope and reassurance that All
Is Well.
All is Well in your Being. All is right with the world. All is within you. Golden Wisdom
guides you. Dwell within it. The Majesty of Wisdom is yours. The Majesty of Being is being
revealed.

You are All Majesty. You are All One in the magnificent setting of this planet Earth.
Remember who you are.
Rise to the Wisdom within you and you shall float upon the waves that rock your heart. And
be at Peace with one another. For we are all One in the Majesty of Being.
Remember who you are. Do not fear to be all that you are and walk steadily in the Light.
The Light is yours, the Light is your own! Beam forth! Into the everlasting Light!

Do not fear. We are with you.
Bless you, my child, bless you. So be it. Amen. Aum.
I am White Eagle.
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